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So long and thanks for all the fish
As most of you will be aware I am about to start my first post as the priest in charge of a
different community. The church I am joining is in Coventry so I am moving out of
Cheltenham and need to say goodbye to all the wonderful folk I’ve met over the past
couple of years. I was asked by Fr Nick to put together a few thoughts for this magazine as I
prepare for moving into the next chapter of my life and ministry. So here are a few
ponderings.
“So long and thanks for all the fish” - This phrase from Douglas Adams’s book The Hitch
Hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy keeps repeating itself to me as I sit and think about how I am
supposed to write anything adequate to thank you all for the support and kindness I have
received over the past two years with the North Cheltenham Team Ministry.
In the book, people misinterpreted the dolphin’s double backward somersault through a
hoop while whistling the “Star Spangled Banner,” as a mere stunt. But in fact, it was a
sincere thanks before they disappeared. I too want this to be seen as a true thanks for all
that has happened over the past couple of years before I go and take up my post as Priestin-charge for the parish of St Mary’s, Walsgrave-on-Sowe in Coventry.
For those who are uncertain about how priests are trained in the good old Church of
England, it constitutes mainly of two sections of training. Three years of academic
instruction and three more years of on-the-job training. This second period of time is called
a curacy. This is what I am now drawing towards the end of, and as I do, I think of all the
challenges, opportunities, and experiences that formed me over this time.
Becoming a priest and training for the priesthood during a global pandemic has been
challenging. When I joined you all was 100% online. Which, to be honest, was somewhat
helpful. I had your names in the bottom corner of the screen so I could get to know your
names quicker during our Tea with Tom weekly socials. I am thankful to all of you,
especially ‘Mary’ and ‘Galaxy Tablet’.
This unusual time challenged us to think about how we would engage people creatively with
the Christian message. With help from Gardners Lane Primary School, we produced a QR
Nativity Trail where people would seek out the Christmas silhouettes during their times of
exercise and then would hear children telling them the Christmas story. This alternative
thinking extended beyond the necessity of the pandemic to offering dual-mode training both
online and onsite when we ran the Living in Love and Faith course. My hope is that the
church will start to think more about the potential technology has, to connect and equip
people, beyond the normal practices of the church.
As many of those who have been listening to my sermons will recognise I want to extol to
you the need to spend time in the communities that need to be shown a little more love
than most people show them at the moment. The time I have spent down at The Ridge in
Wymans Brook has been some of the most valuable time of ministering I have had over the
past couple of years. I commend the people and the place to your prayers and more
importantly, to the hope that you will choose to regularly be a presence there. Not just at
Christmas during Carols at the pub. When you go there and meet Kate, tell her I say hello!
One of the privileges of being with you has been the ability to open up the scriptures and
for us to delve into what they might be saying to us. Before I preach I say the same prayer
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each time, “Lord, open our ears to hear your voice, open our mind to understand what you
say, and fill our hearts with courage that we may act on what we learn.” I pray this because
I truly believe that God does speak to us if we are listening, through word and spirit, and
even occasionally through the preacher. We also engage our intellect and we come humbly
before God as learners and students of Christ. But we must then put into action what we
are learning.
Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it says. Anyone
who listens to the word but does not do what it says is like someone who looks at his
face in a mirror and, after looking at himself, goes away and immediately forgets what
he looks like. But whoever looks intently into the perfect law that gives freedom and
continues in it – not forgetting what they have heard but doing it – they will be blessed in
what they do.
James 1.22-25 NIVUK
I pray that each of you will continue to live a blessed life by being doers of the word. This
responsibility falls to each of us as individuals and is not the job of the priest to change how
you live. So take the autonomy you have and live an amazing life of faith!
Given the space, I am sure I could fill this magazine with my ramblings but I don’t want to
cause a dip in readership. I was trying to think about what would make my time with the
NCTM feel like a success. I think I would feel like my time here has been well spent if I have
helped anyone grow in their faith and understanding of God or grown in love for others.
We all worship such an amazing God and I pray that we use our freedom to invite others
into the greatest mystery of the divine; that we are loved not because of what we do but
because God chooses to love us.
I thank you all so much for all the support and the opportunity to share in the work of the
gospel in this part of Cheltenham. You will always be a part of me. So, so long and thanks
for all the fish.
Revd Tom Cook
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DRAMATIC ENTRANTS

‘Omlet, Omlet, dies is dien Feyder’s spooke.’

Hamlet in Dutch

‘He directed rehearsals with all the airy deftness of a rheumatic deacon
producing Macbeth for a church social.’ Noël Coward
‘He wants you to take on Junior Drama.’
Inwardly, I gulped but I heard myself acting the young hopeful in my more confident
interview voice, “I’d like to think I could manage that.” So it was that in a second job
teaching English I found myself as master i/c Junior Drama at Cheltenham College, as well as
coaching Junior Colts 3 at rugby for what I privately termed ‘Artists, misfits and
intellectuals’. Some of them even auditioned for the plays I then tried to direct.
Young adolescents are novices twice over since they have relatively little experience of
either life or the stage. Thus, the choice of play was important and I tried to opt for plays
which were reasonably modern and entertaining in some way. On the grounds that he was
far better performed thirty miles up the road, I avoided Shakespeare altogether. The first
play I chose to direct was The Real Inspector Hound by Tom Stoppard and although it
mystified some of the audience we enjoyed the experience. Graham Davies appeared as
Magnus in a wheelchair.
Next, I had a large cast of about sixty and so selected a play set in the jubilee year 1977 on
Derby Day at Epsom Downs, as written by Howard Brenton and David Hare. The panoramic
text had to be censored but it provided numerous cameo roles for the actors: Lord Rack, a
Labour peer, a jockey, the Aga Khan arriving by helicopter, and a Kermit Frog salesman, for
example. Helen Yates appeared as a Salvation Army lady and the splendid girls all came
from Pate’s Girls’ Grammar School, then in Albert Road.
By now, I was learning just how good youthful actors could be and how teenage amateurs
can give their all to a performance of a lifetime. The next assignment I agreed to was
~4~
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Wilson House Play and we had the Christmas holidays and part of January in which to
rehearse it. I hoped to build the play around Graham Davies as the talented main actor who
later went on to perform in the National Youth Theatre. Initially, I hoped to direct Make
and Break by Michael Frayn but Samuel French, the theatrical agents, refused us permission,
allegedly in case our amateur version took custom and revenue away from the West End
version, as if it would. I even have a letter somewhere from Michael Frayn explaining
speciously why this should be so.
Thus denied, we decided to rehearse Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller instead, on the
grounds that he needed no more money. I discovered I had an amazing cast of actors, who
also admired the play, and a super stage crew who built the Lomans’ two-storey house in
Brooklyn around some scaffolding on the school stage. Wildly over-ambitious it may have
been, but everything seemed to work for us, from Willy Loman’s tired homecoming in the
opening moments to his funeral over two stage-hours later. It’s now over forty years ago
but I would still like to pay tribute to all the cast, crew and helpers who made it happen,
and in particular to Graham Davies as Willy Loman and to Helen Yates as his wife Linda.
Utterly absorbing at the time, a play is like a bubble which bursts and, after the often dire,
chaotic and rarely reassuring dress rehearsal, young amateurs in schools then have just two
nights or so to improve or perfect their efforts before the set is dismantled, leaving only
memories and a few photographs to remind themselves and audiences of what happened in
that intensely colourful and emotive but momentary world of make-believe.
As well as rewarding, putting on a play, especially in a school, can also be utterly
exasperating and frequently frustrating. Three more plays followed with a significantly
longer interval between each, as they took their toll on the energy and time one otherwise
needed daily for teaching. Once in a Lifetime (1930) was a large-cast junior play about the
talkies coming to Hollywood. This period piece provided opportunities for over fifty young
actors and was ably held together by Tarek Ballout and Adam Thomas.
By now, I tended to think of school drama as a team game where the only opponent was
mediocrity and I used to estimate that it took about one hour’s rehearsal for every minute
on stage. Young actors tend to throw themselves into the requirements of the script. A
lower sixth play, The Accidental Death of an Anarchist by Dario Fo, required that a policeman
should pretend to be crushed behind a door. I remember the young Robin Ince (now a
comedian and on Radio 4) dressed as an Italian policeman. On the night, the stage door was
opened in his face and he was left with an unplanned and severe nosebleed. He managed his
stage fight and then came offstage, nose still bleeding copiously. He was due on again in a
few minutes. We did everything possible to staunch the flow but it continued nevertheless.
At the end of the performance, one member of the audience said he had enjoyed the play
but complained that the blood hadn’t looked very realistic!
Generally, I liked to choose plays which I had not yet seen, since directing them enabled me
to realise them more fully. But, when I came to select a house play for Hazelwell, I picked
one I had seen previously at the National Theatre, full of character parts: a saucy French
farce by Feydeau translated as A Flea in her Ear. Chris Michael was a brilliant young actor
playing the demanding dual lead roles and an enthusiastic cast supported him. The main
difficulty was that the play also requires a revolve and, unlike the National Theatre, we did
not have one. So we borrowed an iron spindle onto which two semi-circular ‘rooms’ were
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constructed and two cheerful members of the rowing eight rotated the two hotel
bedrooms with gloved hands at the given moments.
Between the acts and in costume, a visiting student from Germany called Wolfgang
improvised brilliantly on the piano. Indeed, and belatedly, thirty or forty years on in many
cases, I’d like to thank again all those who took part in those plays during the 1980s. We
learnt much about each other and ourselves and had great fun on the way, partly because
selective memory chooses to omit so many dramatic trials and tribulations.
Looking back, I like to think that A Flea was as uproariously funny as Salesman was
profoundly sad. But that’s what drama does. As someone said, it’s a metaphor for life and
life itself is something of a tragicomedy. Above all, it was most gratifying to see the young
discovering themselves and exceeding their own expectations and indeed mine, both
onstage and off it.
Exeunt omnes. Where are they now?
Duncan Forbes

‘CREATIVE DAY’
The folks at church were good to me
when I was pretty low,
and as they loved and cared for me
the Lord I came to know.
Praise the Lord!

I’m middle aged and overweight,
and stiff in hips and knees.
“Just praise the Lord in dance” she said,
“Imagine you’re a breeze.”
Praise the Lord!

One day they said, “Why don’t you come
on a Creative Day?”
I’d no idea just what that was,
but joined in anyway.
Praise the Lord!

I focused on the Lord and danced
for Him who’d made me ‘me’,
and as I danced for his delight
I knew He’d set me free.
Praise the Lord!

Well there were paintings, flowers and
dance,
puppets and drama too,
and workshops which we all joined in,
my friends and, yes, me too.
Praise the Lord!

“Lord of the Dance” we sing to Him,
and that day I found out
I too could praise the Lord in dance,
and play and sing and shout,
“Praise the Lord!”
Joan Copeland
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Amatuer Dramatics. Why Do We Do It?
For many of us, our first foray into nonprofessional theatre might have been treading the
boards in school productions. Mine was as Mrs Peacham in The Beggar’s Opera, before my
voice “broke”, in those far off days of 1968 or maybe 1969. Performed in the then Holst
Room, the music studio that cantilevered out over one end of the then Grammar School at
Hester’s Way. The horror of catching Filch’s sleeve on a handle to a door, as I supposedly
dragged him off stage, lives with me still. We tried frantically to retrieve his sleeve, sliding
our hands round a barely opened door to unhitch him, to spontaneous laughter from the
audience. My mother (usually so supportive) reported she wept with mirth.
Productions followed on the main stage in the hall at the Grammar School, and then at
Wolverhampton as a student, and continued in Cheltenham with the Little Theatre, one of
seven resident amateur companies who operated from The Playhouse Theatre in the Bath
Road in the 1970s. My first public Playhouse performance was in “Under Milk Wood” as
Fifth Drowned and Sinbad, with two or three productions a year for the next few years. I
was hooked.
The seven amateur companies at the Playhouse ensured twenty six productions in a year,
running from Saturday to Saturday in one week. On Sunday, the next production built their
set and rehearsed on stage until opening night the following Saturday.
I always feel nostalgic, walking past the Playhouse now, and note the paucity of public
performance, and of the companies that used to stage work there, every other week. Only
Playhouse Company, Cotswold Savoyards, and occasionally CODS, are still up and running.
As a student in Southampton I appeared in “I was a teenage prat” (we thought we were so
edgy), the Southampton entry for the 1979 National Student Drama Festival, hosted at the
Nuffield, the Southampton University theatre. My character was required to get
progressively drunker throughout the production, rehearsed with pints of unappealing cold
tea. Students being students, the nightmare occurred when the cold tea was replaced
with..... beer. I didn’t drink beer. My lines progressively bore but a hazy connection to the
script. We will pass over that evening with barely a shudder although I still have the poster.
Returning to Cheltenham in the 80s I acted with Cheltenham Little Theatre, the Playhouse
Company, and Boardwalkers. Few of us then, were members of more than one company.
Perhaps it’s a bit like going to more than one church. Frowny lines can issue on the
occasional forehead at such a thought.
Performing in “Shirt of Fire” at Gloucester Cathedral was a novel experience. The play was
written for the anniversary of the death of Bishop Hooper, tried and burnt in the reign of
Queen Mary I. The Chapter House was our dressing room, and traversing the cloisters in
the darkening evenings to perform in the nave was quite evocative. I recall playing a swishy
Tudor courtier. Watching it then on video was a disconcerting experience, as I hadn’t
realised quite how swishy, swishy could be!
I was also involved in a couple of the then triennial Prestbury Passion Play; a lot of rehearsal
for a Good Friday production. One could always identify those who were involved. The
beards started sprouting around Christmas. Some, infinitely more impressive than mine,
either then or now. I am still surprised at how unnerving it was to play Judas.
~8~
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In 1991 I moved to Bath, and was involved with the Rondo Theatre Company, the resident
amateur company for the Rondo Theatre in Larkhall in Bath. I performed with Bath Drama
and other companies, and surprising myself, as someone who can more or less follow a
tune but hardly hold a musical line on my own, I was also involved in a number of Gilbert
and Sullivan operettas; with both Bath Operatic and Drama Soc, and a similar group at
Colerne, a few miles from Bath. Some performers had tremendous voices. When not in the
back row of the chorus, I played “patter parts”; written by G and S for a famous music hall
comic of the day, where if necessary, one could “Rex Harrison” one’s way through a song,
and avoid the high notes, or on a bad evening, any note at all. It was a heady experience
playing the Duke of Plaza Toro in The Gondoliers on the stage of the Theatre Royal in
Bath. Amateur performance or not, those are expensive productions when they occur in
main theatres.
A high would have been receiving the Best Actor Award in the Rosebowl competition in
the early 2000s, funded by the Bristol
Evening Post, for Malvolio in an open air
production of Twelfth Night in Royal
Victoria Park, Bath, after years of
nominations for other parts. A low would
definitely be the dozens of prompts
required to get me through each night of a
production of A Taste of Honey at the
Olympus Theatre in Gloucester in the
1980s; night after night those words in
rehearsal just would not stick. So many
lines failed to respond to a cue, but stay in
character and audiences can be very
forgiving, and were.
And why do we do it? Many many people
I have met in theatre groups over the
years are not particularly socially
confident. Despite my motor mouth I’m
not sure I am either. I was encouraged to
act as a means of overcoming social
awkwardness. I’m not sure that aim was
overly successful, but.....
There’s always something potentially very liberating about hiding behind a character you can
build with someone else’s lines; especially when those lines were written by Shakespeare,
or even Gilbert and Sullivan.
Christopher Seton-Smith
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Amateur dramatics
This follow-on from last month’s story (of cartooning my schoolmaster on the blackboard),
again begins with making cartoons and caricatures. When I went for an interview for my
second job, aged 15, I took with me some examples of my work, amongst which were the
plans and elevations of St Mary’s, Prestbury, and several caricatures of racing personalities.
Applicants for the job were numerous, mostly men recently demobbed from the armed
forces (the war had been over for four months), but I realised (in later years) that it was
the caricatures that, probably, tipped the balance in my favour.
After a few years working at the engineering company as a technical illustrator, my manager
died during a thunderstorm in the middle of the night. Part of his job was to caricature
members of the staff and sales force - he was a clever cartoonist but far from kind with his
portrayals, hence his nickname of “Vinegar Joe”. In a matter of days I was instructed to
replace him.
The MD was keen to use space in the monthly company house magazine, which was a
technical publication, for humour and human interest regarding the staff worldwide. He
regarded all employees as family and treated them as such. It made for a strong and united
workforce and a major part of my job now was to promote this with humorous drawings
and caricatures and keep the “family spirit” alive.
There is an old saying that no man is famous until he has been caricatured and because my
drawings were fun, unlike my predecessor, material flowed onto my drawing board from all
corners of the Earth. All I had to do was interpret and embellish. Everyone was keen to see
themselves on the pages of the magazine and work at HQ came to a halt for a few minutes
on publication day while those pages were scanned to see just who had been immortalised
that month.
All this, you will be saying, has nothing to do with amateur dramatics and you would be
right – but only in part. The idea of keeping the family spirit alive was carried on with the
Christmas festivities. On Christmas Eve the company down-tooled at HQ and set about
enjoying a splendid lunch, seated at three long tables in the restaurant. On the walls were
half a dozen murals with a Christmas flavour and featuring prominent members of staff,
reminiscent of the blackboard drawing of my disliked schoolmaster but much kinder and
more fun.
After lunch, two colleagues and I led the carol singing before performing our own version
of certain carols. Between Good King Wenceslaus and Holy Night we inserted the likes of We
Three Kings and The First Noel. These were not printed on the hymn sheet as we had
composed our own words bringing in members of staff who had made some sort of
impression during the past year.
One year we three would be dressed as monks from our nearest monastery (Prinknash),
another year we’d be mermaids having swum our way up the River Chelt (which flowed
through the grounds of HQ), then we’d be curates from an evangelical mission, then fallen
women from a seedy Cheltenham nightclub. For this we hired beautiful wigs from a London
theatrical agency. For the monks we purchased brown army blankets from the Army and
Navy Surplus Store in town and stitched together our own habits. So popular were the
sketches that the MD insisted we perform a similar set of musical rhymes at the firm’s
annual conferences where one evening of the five days was earmarked each year for a
~ 10 ~
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splendid concert. Instead of carols the music we set our verses to was that of popular
songs of the day.
This concert, which also included talented wives of delegates, was something very special
and performed on the stages of five-star hotels, The Royal Bath at Bournemouth, The
Imperial at Torquay, The Grand at Scarborough, The Majestic at Harrogate and, my own
favourite, The Grand at Eastbourne all of which were visited in rotation.
No outsider was employed and every act was performed by employees. It was always an
eye-opener to see what talent abounded in the workforce. We even had our own
orchestra. Performing on the famous stages of these hotels where the top stars of the day
thrilled their audiences seemed to bring out the best in everyone involved. The memory of
two attractive Brazilian ladies in national costume, singing seductively to the music from the
guitars will live with me forever.
But to go back to the cartooning and
caricatures, these continued for another 27
years after my own retirement in 1991.
Covid was to blame. It was the customer
for every retiree who had served a
minimum of 10 years to receive a caricature
of themselves in a situation that reflected
their main interest or hobby. These
drawings, of which I have made over 500,
are prized by the recipients and their
families.
A good example of this was when Fr Nick
made contact saying “Saw one of your
drawings yesterday”. When I asked for an
explanation he said “There was a funeral at
St Mary’s and the family of the deceased
brought an easel which they placed in the
chancel next to the coffin. On the easel
they put your retirement drawing of their
loved one.” I was most touched. Not a
favourite photo but my caricature!
Oh, by the way, the MD I have written about was Lionel Northcroft OBE and the firm
Spirax Sarco.
Bernard Parkin
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From School Beginnings to SNADS
My entré to the world of Amateur Dramatics was extremely ‘dramatic’ and highly
embarrassing but amusing and probably entertaining to onlookers!
Our Primary School was in the habit of staging a play each year. When I was around the
tender age of about 10 years I was selected.. neh.. ordered to make myself available to be a
participant. The producer, a certain Miss Struther, was ultra-efficient at organising children
and making them do as they were told.
The production was a story about different countries and a brief résumé of life in each
country. We children were expected to learn our ‘lines’ word perfect. Each child when
allocated a country, was to wear the traditional clothes associated with that country,
eg. Scotland - a kilt.
Guess what country I was allocated. Greece!! Well did I wish the ground would rise up
and swallow me - a white pleated skirt I was informed. Every girl in the assembled
company turned and eye-balled me with astonishment and much mirth. Me, with my skinny
long legs. To complete the story, I was perforced to remove my trousers in the changing
room and pull on the snow white Greek-looking skirt, all in front of about 20 girls. I still
colour up when I think of that occasion.
I was always finding myself leaning towards play acting, it must have been lying dormant in
my genes; after all, my parents named me after an actor / film star named Nigel Patrick.
I had joined drama groups before we arrived in this fair town and found ourselves attending
St Nicolas. This was in the autumn of 1968. People of a certain vintage will recall we were
‘housed’ in a small building resembling a large garden shed. It possessed atmosphere of a
kind you could say.
At some point a curate at that time (please correct me if I am wrong, memories fade),
name of Revd Ian Rutherford and, slightly later, Revd Paul Green and our own multitalented John Elliott and Beryl were instrumental in establishing an Amateur Dramatics
group which became known as SNADS, you can guess what that stood for. One has to be
careful in mentioning names.
One of the first productions was
“The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party”.
Another founding character was Eric Dickson. Who will not forget his performances in
various parts over a period of time in Christmas Pantomimes? He was a legend in his time.
He played the part of ‘The Dame’ resplendent in vintage skirts and tops and his cheeks
liberally plastered with rouge complete with an untidy wig. Also he acted the part of ‘The
Queen of Hearts’ who bought her tarts from Hill Top Stores. Paul Green was also an
excellent Dame.
We continued to put on a selection of productions over the years under the able
leadership of Daphne Philpot supported by her husband Allan who worked hard as a ‘Prop
Master’; well how else would one describe his role?
We all had much fun and laughter in performing our many varied roles. We must have been
considered quite entertaining because we used to perform in front of capacity audiences!
Nigel Woodcock
~ 13 ~
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GARDEN TEA PARTIES

During the summer months Margaret Compton arranged for various members of the
congregation of St Nicolas to host tea parties in their gardens. These proved to be very
popular. Everyone who came paid £5 to entitle them to as much tea and cake as they
wished. The proceeds were divided between CCP and St Nicolas funds.
Pictures in Linda’s and Daphne and Allan’s gardens by Marilyn Powell
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Revd Tom’s Leaving Party
21st August 2022 was Revd Tom’s last Sunday with us, and in true NCTM manner we held a
party for all to come along to St Nicolas and say their farewells.
Fr Nick gave a formal speech and gave presents to Tom, Debbie, Sam and Ethan. Soon
after we tucked into numerous cakes of all descriptions either in church or on the field.

Pictures by Marilyn Powell and Brian Wood
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St Mary’s Churchyard - A Meadow for Reflection?
We are blessed at St Mary’s Church in Prestbury with a beautiful setting under the
escarpment of Cleeve Hill, where people have been laid to rest over several hundred years.
During that time the grounds have been kept tidy in a variety of ways, sheep grazing, estate
workers or cottagers, and now a team of volunteers. The birds and insects have come in to
enjoy the flowers and grasses, with everything appreciated
by families visiting the graves of their loved ones, or just
passing through.
Times have changed bit by bit, but more rapidly in recent
years because of climate change. Natural English meadows
with a mixture of flowers, insects and birds have reduced
dramatically. Our churchyard is a reservoir for that
diversity so we have changed the style of grass cutting so
nature can prosper while still respecting visitors and those
remembered in our churchyard. We have a variety of
environments at St Mary’s which can be managed in
different ways. A team of entomologists have been
surveying St Michael’s church in Bishops Cleeve and are
willing to repeat a survey periodically, which they first did
here in July 2022.
On entering from The Priory alleyway, we have an area of active interments, beside much older
graves. The ground has a range of flowers in spring and summer including orchids. These
show through sparse grass and the flowers will be encouraged by a summer cut. By leaving
the cuttings for a few days before raking up, the seeds will disperse ready for next year.
Meanwhile, the meanders encourage you to walk amongst the memories and see the
flowers or insects close up.
From the Lower Corner of that triangle the view takes in a
more formal avenue of rose shrubs leading to the South
Porch. Around the church the grass has been managed
more
naturally
for
several years now with a
late Summer cut. It has
clovers and many flowers
attractive to insects, but
around the porch is cut
more closely to provide
an attractive appearance
for weddings, funerals
and the regular weekly
attendance.
Entering from the Mill
Street slope there are actively visited graves near the path
and wall, but in the centre there is an area which can be
left for nature to predominate. The ground is quite
~ 16 ~
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undulating so mowing is most easy, but a grass area will be left over the winter for insects
to complete their life cycles.
The alley from the High Street gives a distant view of the
church. The graves are quite actively visited but there are
plenty of Spring and Summer flowers to come through.
Meander paths are there for you to explore. By having a
mid-summer cut and then monthly those flowers will be
encouraged. Autumn Hawkbit and Common Yarrow
have given yellow and white colours. Again, if cuttings
can lie for a few days before gathering then the seeds will
be released to germinate. A high cut will allow low
growing plants, as well as reduce the chance of grass
scorching. To the left of this path by the stream there
are many flat plaques so high cutting allows creeping
plants to thrive.
Towards the Hill End of the
churchyard the graves are
about 150 years old at most, and there are several World
War1 memorials. Nevertheless, several are still tended. This
area could be cut late in the summer to encourage summer
flowers, with Rattle planted to reduce the strength of the
grass. In rotation, some grass could be left uncut over the
winter as a habitat for insects to mature as chrysalises. Some
piles of Cow Parsley have been left by the Eastern wall as
habitats for the winter. These will be cleared in the Spring.
Between the Church and the WI steps there is an area of old
graves with actively visited
ashes interments along the
wall. In the open area at the
centre a large patch of Ladies’ Bedstraw is growing, which
is perfect for the Hawkmoth and its larvae over the
winter. It was used to stuff pillows in the past, because it
is soft as well as active against bed bugs! Like all the
tarmac paths, the grass edges are cut regularly to show
that we are actively managing the balance between people
and nature.
I hope this gives an idea of what is being done in the
churchyard and why. It will take a year or two for the
flowers to come back strongly and the insects to follow
from that. The entomology team hope to return during
2022 and then periodically each year, and an ornithologist
who lives in Prestbury is regularly making notes on what he sees. I hope both specialists will
be able to tell us what treasures live in what environmentally is an Old English Meadow.
David Lyle
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The Prestbury Passion Play
was originally performed outdoors every three years, the schedule
being punctuated by a performance around the town in 2000. The
vicar of Prestbury Parish, the late Revd Ian Hazlewood, brought the
concept of a performance of the Passion, events leading up to the
crucifixion and the Resurrection, basing it on a Passion Play which had
taken place in Poplar, London, during Ian’s period of ministry there.
The idea was embraced by Prestbury Parish and other churches.
Many modifications were made to customise it and increase its
relevance to a modern audience including modernisation of the
language and a new angle showing the events happening against the backdrop of an
occupied, brutal regime.
This was always a large undertaking. A very large cast as well as the principle characters,
disciples, priests, soldiers and crowd had to be assembled from nearby churches, as well as
many to work behind the scenes. Bob Lyle was the producer and Daphne Philpot directed.
Rehearsals were in St Nicolas. Costumes were stored in the Prestbury Hall. Specialist
costumes were hired from the Royal Shakespeare Company. The play, performed twice on
Good Friday on the Scouts’ field in the Burgage, drew very large crowds from way beyond
Prestbury. People followed the action as it unfurled, following the performers as they
moved from stage to stage. This created a sense of immediacy and involvement leading to
the crucifixion, which never failed to disturb, shock and move the “audience” to tears.
Below John Moles describes the stage scenery used in 2005 and 2009.
Preparations for a performance in 2016 were abandoned partly because of the rising costs
of erecting scaffolding for the stages and the insurance, and also because it proved difficult
to recruit sufficient players for the many parts. A much-simplified version of the story,
Journey with Jesus, was prepared and put on in the churches of the team.
Daphne Philpot & Brian Wood

A Description of the Scenery
The First Stage
depicts a temple or similar large
building. The interior is dark and
claustrophobic suggesting dark
overbearing happenings. Through
the open angle of the past, a line
spreads and splits into four. This
represents the four great strands
of preparation for the ministry of
Christ.
King
David,
his
descendant Joseph, Mary his
mother and John the Baptist,
crying out in the Wilderness
preparing the way out of darkness
into the light of Christ. The
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preparation complete, the lines join to issue forth through the great entrance to the
Temple symbolising Christ’s start of His ministry.
The Second or Centre Stage
depicts a garden wall of twelve blocks
of stone, symbolising the Twelve
disciples. Insidious elements are
overpowering the twelve. The stone
blocks are no longer bonded, the wall is
liable to collapse. One stone, the Judas
stone, has shattered and the evil of
humans drives towards the focal point.
Thorns rear up in horror as evil seeks
to use them to crown its achievement.
The line of Christ that started in the
temple is fragmented and dispersed,
like drops of blood, across the scene.
The focal point stands four square and
defies its detractors. It is a perfect
stone, the master has completed His
work. The Christ stone is smoothed
and dressed, the lifting socket is
prepared. All that remains is for the tools to be removed, the lewis or lifting clamp, to be
fitted and the stone raised above the evil influences that seek to destroy it.
The Third Stage
depicts triumph over the cross. A
new age is being constructed.
Christ is lifted to His place on
high. The line that began in the
temple ascends to its climax as it
ascends the barrier of death and
light bursts forth on the far side.
We are closed off from it but
there is a narrow space through
which we may pass IF we choose.
The lantern shown in this third
scene was added as Dr Bob Lyle
died in August 2008, after we had started work on the 2009 Passion Play. Bob had always
been a stalwart of the play committee and thus when he died, in harness, it was judged
appropriate to record his presence. The lantern depicts his continued guiding light and
carries on its face the Snake and Staff of the British Medical Association.
John Moles
You can find reflections and pictures from a performance in the May 2009 issue of this
magazine. Go to www.prestbury.net/magazine/200905/200905.htm
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A Toast to Summer
This summer the Prestbury Memorial Trust has been having fun and making
money, what a great combination! At the Prestbury Festival we ran a stall offering Vintage
Accessories all donated by dozens of local ladies who found scarves, jewellery, handbags,
and belts that they no longer needed, plus a barely worn top hat ideal for an Ascot race
meeting. We were inundated! The ‘vintage working party’ ready to sell!

The jewellery was a great attraction from traditional brooches, to drop earrings, to funky
necklaces. The youngsters enjoyed searching through a large box of sparkly bits all priced at
£1.
We received dozens of scarves – silk squares, beautiful pashminas, indeed we still have
many. Perhaps it was too hot for trying on scarves! They will not be wasted and will
reappear at our next coffee morning.
The Festival was a wonderful community gathering and our thanks go to the organising
committee who undertook a mammoth task and did a superb job!
Jane Banwell
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Prestbury Memorial Trust Coffee Morning
On August 4th we were back at the Royal Oak welcomed by Tom Wright, the landlord.
For many years we have held a fund-raising coffee morning but this one exceeded all
expectations raising £700! Once again, the sun shone and by 11am the garden was full!
There was a real party atmosphere with members of the Trust and neighbours enjoying the
opportunity to get together with the bonus of some lovely scones and cake made by our
supporters.

The scarves from the Festival plus some of the remaining jewellery and bags reappeared,
and we made more sales!
We also held a very successful raffle overseen by Jenny, the Warden, who I think must have
been a Butlins Redcoat in a previous life! She made us all laugh with her introduction to
each prize! One of the winners was Ruby who chose a Bananagrams Word Game. She is
pictured here with her grandmother, Gloria, our Trust chairman.

Our next coffee morning at the Royal Oak is on Thursday 1st September. We hope
you will join us!
Jane Banwell
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AMATEUR DRAMATICS
I have always loved Amateur Dramatics – I was 5 when I played my first part at primary
school (I was a cow, in the Nativity). I also played a tree and a wolf in other school
productions. When I was about 10 years old, my dad introduced me to the Bourton-onthe-Water Theatre / Pantomime Group (aka Bourton Panto Group) where he ‘did the
lights’.
I started attending rehearsals to help him out, but soon got ‘sucked in’ and played Crowd
Member (child) in 3 or 4 pantomimes until, at age 14, I began to get leading roles. I played
Alice Fitzwarren (in Dick Whittington); Gretal (in Hansel & Gretal); Snow White; and
Cinderella (with size 9 feet!!) I also had a few ‘bit’ parts in some plays, and a singing role in
the Autumn Reviews that the group put on every September. At 15, I was female lead in a
play called “Strike Happy” where I experienced my first (and only!) stage kiss – my mother
was not amused!
At home, our Vicar (David Leonard-Williams) decided to stage a Village Nativity, in the
church, with a massive cast. I was 14 – and I played Joseph!
When I married, and moved to Cheltenham, I got involved with the Playhouse Theatre – as
a member of The Boardwalkers, where my first role was as a sailor in Dick Whittington. I
did learn to dance the hornpipe, but sadly, the steps now allude me! I had a few small parts,
but my main involvement was in the Old Time Music Hall shows with The Playhouse
Company. On one occasion, as we were rehearsing a song and dance routine, I remarked
to my friend Marie, “I can’t believe I’m dancing!” to which the Director said “No, Jackie,
you are moving to music – the two are very different.” (which put me in my place!)
Soon after that, The Boardwalkers disbanded, and became The Deep End Theatre
Company. I swapped to a backstage role, and took on the job of Property Manager. I loved
this job! I found I had a skill for locating unusual requests for items, and over the next 10
years I was involved in many, many productions. One particular memory is of a play set in a
cabin in Switzerland, where 6 people were snowed in over Christmas. Every night I had to
rewrap 20 or so presents (that were opened during the play) and redress the Christmas
tree (which was ‘destroyed’ during the play) I have other funny stories – but I can’t list
them all here, or this article would be several pages long – but if you are interested, please
ask me about them next time you see me!
After I had my daughter, I ‘switched’ to the role of Prompter, and again, found I loved the
job. As Prompt, you really get to know a play, and even today I still remember some of the
lines when I see productions on tv or stage.
Unfortunately, my recent mobility problems have forced me to ‘retire’ from the theatre,
but I still try to attend shows as often as I can, and I hope, one day, when I am more able,
to get involved in local theatre again somewhere – Prestbury, maybe?
Jackie Smith
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Miss Universe 1981
Let it be established from the outset that my amateur dramatic skills are far from perfect! I
have appeared in (very) amateur productions produced only for the Hash House Harriers
(a drinking club with a running problem), playing amongst other characters a bride on one
occasion and one of the seven dwarves on another (no mean feat for someone who
measures 6 feet and 5 inches). However, with a memory like a sieve when it comes to
learning lines, I have been very dependent on a prompter.
Back in 1981 though no prompts were required for an event that I felt compelled to appear
in. I was living on Ascension Island, a rock located a couple of degrees south of the equator
in the South Atlantic, where little out of the ordinary happens, when an American named
Sam came calling around our billets in Two Boats village. It was known that for a number of
years Sam had staged a Miss Universe event at the American base. He would make it as
authentic as possible, shipping in by air stage curtains, flowers, costumes, indeed, whatever
it took to produce the event on a grandiose scale. He even had a staircase made for each
contestant to walk down. This was to be the audience’s first sight of each contestant. What
the audience did not see was the flimsy ladder each contestant had to scale behind the
scenes in order to make that descent!
As a naive 21-year-old, I along with
a couple of others agreed to take
part. The bottles of wine brought by
Sam were very persuasive! And
perhaps I was trying to impress
Eunice, my next-door neighbour at
that time, who was also to play a
part as my chaperone on the day.
At just 5 feet and two inches tall the
contrast was to have its intended
effect on the audience. Little did
they know how poignant the
“Reserved” sign she held was. Four
months later we were married!
It was September and the show was
to take place two months later. I
guess I hoped I would fade from
Sam’s memory following his robust
recruitment drive, but he was
having none of it. Rehearsals began
shortly thereafter in Georgetown,
the island’s capital. Although there
was to be no dialogue our
movements were critically judged.
We were made to walk with books
balanced on our heads so that posture was correct when on stage (think Norman
Wisdom). We were measured for daywear, evening wear, swimwear, and footwear. In my
instance the island had nothing to offer somebody my size, so it had to be made. Each
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contestant was given a hairpiece – except Gavin and me. We already had hair that was at
least shoulder length!
So, to the day of the show. It was standing room only. The arena was packed with over 500
people to witness the event. Not bad for an island with a population of around one
thousand. I had spent the day with a DO NOT DISTURB notice hanging on my closed office
door so that my work colleagues could not witness beforehand the minor transformation
made to my hair, fingernails etc. Strange then, that I should get more visits than ever into
my workspace!
And now to the show. Despite all the make-up and costumes that were to transform me
into “Miss Antigua” I did not get the anonymity other contestants enjoyed with their
cunning disguises. Too many distinguishing features! What were my highlights of the show?
As I climbed the ladder to make my staircase descent my shoe broke, so I cast the shoes
aside and went barefoot. I believe Miss World contestants were to do the same in later
years, but I lay claim to doing it first! Once on stage after the staircase descent all
contestants had to mime a given song. Mine was the Abba song “The Winner Takes It All”,
and I was pleased to be judged the best in this section of the competition. But it was
accepted that the overall winner was always going to be Miss America.
There was no after-show party, so after changing I retired to the bar of the Volcano Club
where few people knew me, but even so I was getting knowing looks. It transpired that I
had totally forgotten about the make-up so was still wearing eye liner, nail varnish and
more. Today it might not look unusual but 40 years ago it met with some curious reaction.
After an unsuccessful evening of trying to remove it using petrol and other substances, I
was introduced the following day to make-up remover. The world was righting itself once
more.
Larry Miles

I love Amateur Dramatics
….not, I hasten to add, to perform (except some fun at St Nics via Daphne) …..but in
these ‘torrid’ times it is an escape from the depressing news..…repeats on TV etc…..
I regularly go to Leckhampton Players and to Pantomime at Apperley. It is sheer joy and
SO amusing when something unforeseen happens. In fact some of the amateur performers
are extremely talented…..so I will continue to enjoy, but not for me sadly …..I would find
the weeks of rehearsals tooooo much !!!!
Marilyn Powell
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Book Review

The Diamond Eye by Kate Quinn
This book was recommended by my Book Club and is based on a true story. At first glance,
it seemed an unlikely choice as it is the story of a female Russian sniper during World
War 2, but in fact it is a very interesting, well written, page turning historical drama which is
particularly relevant given the current situation in Ukraine. Kate Quinn has based the novel
on the book of memoirs written by “Lady Death” Lyudmila Pavlichenko, but the story is
dramatic fiction and contains suspense, romance and excitement as well as tenderness
towards Mila’s son Slavka.
Mila was a history student living in Kiev in 1937, with her parents and her 5 year old son,
separated from her husband. A series of circumstances determined her to take an Advance
Marksmanship Course, popular at the time when war was looming but rare for a woman.
When war broke out she was living in Odessa, and it is heart breaking to read the
descriptions of that beautiful city preparing for war and destruction. Germany invaded the
Soviet Union, and Ukraine, at the time being part of the Soviet Union, was immediately
involved. Mila, living in a regime where both men and women were part of the front-line
armed forces, joined up to fight for her son’s future. “Don’t miss” she told herself, and this
became her personal motto as she sent messages home to her beloved son.
The story evolves with drama, romance, and meticulous attention to detail. Mila is
celebrated for reaching a total of 309 recorded kills. At this point, she is sent with a Russian
Delegation to America, on a mission to raise funds for a second front. There she meets
Eleanor Roosevelt and the two become friends. This is all well documented in her actual
memoirs and there are many photos available of the ensuing tour of America and meeting
with many famous people before she returns home. Many find it hard to reconcile the
image of an attractive history student and librarian who has warmth and a sense of fun with
her nickname of “Lady Death” and war record as a sniper, especially the American
journalists!
Kate Quinn is not a writer I have read before. I was impressed by her writing and the way
she brought the situations to life, with empathy and often a touch of humour to soften the
difficult subject matter. I am pleased to recommend this book.
Wendy Price
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They rest in St Mary’s churchyard
There are a number of members of the Indian Civil Service who are remembered In
St Mary’s churchyard, John Alexander Broun is one of them. He was born in 1856,
probably in India, where his father John Allan Broun was carrying out weather research.
John Allan was a noted Scottish scientist and a Fellow of the Royal Society who studied the
earth’s magnetism and meteorology in Scotland, India, and Germany.
John Alexander was educated at University College, London, and Balliol College, Oxford.
He entered the Indian Civil Service in 1877. In 1888 he became Joint Magistrate and a
Deputy Commissioner, and was also a member of the Indian Army reserve.
John Alexander married Mary Caroline the daughter of Major-General de Symons Barrow
at St Mary’s, Charlton Kings, on 21st March 1889. By 1894 he became a Deputy
Commissioner and a Magistrate in 1896. By 1909 he was a full Commissioner. At that time
his home in India was in Fyzabad, the scene of a mutiny in 1857.
After retiring from the Indian Civil Service and returning to England by 1921 he was living
with Mary at Ferncliff, Battledown, Cheltenham. By 1928 they had moved to the Lower Mill
House, Mill Street, Prestbury, where they remained for the rest of their lives.
Mary Caroline died in 1931 and was buried by John Bagot de La Bere III on the 8th
October. John Alexander died on the 22nd November 1935 at The Royal Nursing Home,
Cheltenham, and buried on the 26th. They are both buried on the eastern boundary of the
churchyard where a number of old graves have suffered over the years.
Tony Noel
Prestbury Local History Society

CHADS (CHurches Amateur Dramatic Society)
The first performance from CHADS was in 2008. It was formed to help provide ‘business’
for the Prestbury Hall which had then recently been set up as a charity to manage the hall,
renting the premises from the parish. CHADS was the successor to the Prestbury Players.
The North Cheltenham Ministry Team had recently been created and all from the churches
of the Team were invited to join, hence the name.
The format of the shows was mainly several short amusing sketches followed by a
melodrama or simple play. They played to packed houses over two evening performances.
The cover photo shows part of one such scene.
They put on a show each year. The surplus money raised was given to charities with topical
connexions.
The final show was in 2013 and CHADS was wound up in 2016.
Brian Wood
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WHAT’S ON

WELCOME ON WEDNESDAY
Wednesday 21 September at 2.30pm. There
will be home-made cake, tea or coffee for £2 and the chance to meet friends and talk.
There are many people who have missed this time for a friendly chat, so please come along,
maybe bringing a neighbour?
We hold these gatherings on the third Wednesday of each month at 2.30 pm for an hour
or so in the coffee room at St Nicolas. See you soon?
Janet Ford

Friends of St Mary’s Events Postponed
Owing to changes of availability we have decided
to postpone The Book Stall in September and
Whisky Tasting in October. The Book Stall will be on
Saturday 1st October at St Mary’s Church, 12
noon. The Whisky Tasting will be on Thursday 3rd
November. Please still save books!
David Lyle
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September 2022 Diary
Fri

2 1430

Wedding

St Mary

Thu

8 1700

Visiting Bellringers from Devon

St Mary

Sat

10 1000-1200 Coffee + free Concert at 1100
1230

All Saints

Wedding

St Mary

Wed

14 1900

Sunset Celtic Communion

St Mary Magdalene

Sat

17 1930

Organ Recital by Dr Emma Gibbins

All Saints

Wed

21 1400

Burial of Ashes of Elisabeth Radford

St Lawrence

Welcome on Wednesday

St Nicolas

1430
Mon

19 1000

Monday Club

Uckington and Elmstone
Hardwicke Village Hall

Thu

29 1900

Sunset Celtic Communion

St Mary Magdalene

Fri

30 1000

Set up Harvest Coffee Morning

All Saints

Harvest Coffee Morning

All Saints

1200

FOSM Bookstall

St Mary

1830

Harvest Supper

St Mary Magdalene

October
Sat

1 1030

Regular Events
Sundays

09:00

Mondays
Tuesdays

15:45 - 17:45
10:30
10:30
18:00 - 19:30
19:30 - 21:30
09:00 - 17:00
10:00 - 12:00
18:00 - 19:30

Wednesdays
Fridays

Breakfast Celebrate!
Taking a summer break
Helen Gill Ballet
Coffee Drop-in
Chatterbox
36th Cheltenham Brownies
Musica Vera Rehearsals
Art Group
Coffee, Chat ++
38th Cheltenham Brownies

St Mary’s Infant School
St Nicolas Room & Hall
St Mary
St Lawrence
St Nicolas Hall
St Mary
St Nicolas Hall
URC, Deep Street
St Nicolas Hall

A Sunday Service is streamed on the internet each week. These and other services are
recorded so may be accessed later by those who cannot watch them live. You may find
details of these on the North Cheltenham website and on the team’s YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/NorthCheltenhamTeamMinistry

Go to www.northchelt.org.uk for the latest news.
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September 2022 Calendar
SUNDAY

4 The Blessed Virgin Mary

SUNDAY

11 Holy Cross Day

SUNDAY

18 14th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

25 15th Sunday after Trinity

October 2022 Calendar
SUNDAY

2 Harvest

SUNDAY

9 17th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

16 18th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

23 Bible Sunday

SUNDAY

30 All Souls / Memorial

The Dramatic Villagers
Auditions for the Panto Batman & Robin Hood and his Very Merry Men will be on
Sunday September 4th at Woodmancote Village Hall from 2pm to 4pm.
Please email:- gerryjones108@gmail.com
The performances will be in the Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane, on January 27, 28 and 29.
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TIMES OF CHURCH SERVICES
St Mary’s Church, Prestbury
Sunday

0800
0900

Said Eucharist
Breakfast Celebrate! All-age worship

is on summer break until early September but you can
still come to the 11 o’clock service every Sunday at
St Mary’s Church! Fr Nick takes the service, families
are especially welcomed and there is a Children’s Play
Corner for the young ones and young at heart

1st Sunday
2nd Sunday
Other Sundays
Thursday

1100
1830
1830
1830
1030

Sung Eucharist
Evening Prayer at Capel Court
Benediction at St Mary’s
Evening Prayer at St Mary’s
Eucharist

St Nicolas Church, Prestbury
Sunday
Tuesday

0930
1000

Sung Eucharist
Said Eucharist

All Saints Church, Pittville
Sunday

0800
1030
1st & 3rd Sunday 1830
Last Sunday
1830
Thursday
1115

Said Mass
Sung Mass
Choral Evensong
Choral Evening with Benediction
Said Mass

St Lawrence Church, Swindon Village
Sunday
1st Sunday
2nd Sunday
Other Sundays

1030
1830
0915
1830
0915
1830

Together @ 1030
Holy Communion
BCP Holy Communion
Evening Prayer
Holy Communion
Evening Prayer

St Mary Magdalene Church, Elmstone Hardwicke
Sunday
1st Sunday
2nd Sunday
3rd Sunday
4th Sunday
5th Sunday

1045
1045
1045
1045
1045

Holy Communion
Family Service (no communion)
BCP Holy Communion
Family service (no communion)
Celtic Communion
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Parish Directory continued
Children’s Work
Linda Biggs

510856

linda.biggs@prestbury.net

St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools
Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher
Junior School:
Infant School:

Safeguarding Officer
Linda Biggs

07526 498584

Parish Magazine
Editor: (vacancy)

contact 515941

magazine@prestbury.net

Advertising & Sales: Richard Johnson
advertising@prestbury.net

707729

244387
244054

Hall Letting
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane

239590

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane

244373

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net

Parish Giving Scheme
76 Kingsholm Road,
Gloucester GL1 3BD

info@parishgiving.org.uk

0333 002 1260

Copy Dates and Themes for Future Magazines 2022
Issue
October
November
December / Jan 2023

Copy Date
Sunday 11 September
Sunday 16 October
Sunday 13 November

Theme
Ornaments
Shops
Recipes

Prestbury Parish Magazine is usually published on the last Sunday of the month.
The copy date is usually the Sunday 2 weeks before this, but
there may be scope for some flexibility.
Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’
2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN
or preferably by email to magazine@prestbury.net

October 2022 Magazine
Please send copy by Sunday 11 September
Theme:

Ornaments

BACK COVER ADVERT

